The Power to
Save
2020 X15 Efficiency Series is
laser-focused on delivering
efficiency to the customer.

Ideal for:

Regional haul truck

Linehaul truck
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An expanded 2020
portfolio, rooted in a rich
history of innovation,
delivers more for
customers who want it
all from their
powertrain…
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A Winning Line-Up

Efficiency Series

Productivity Series

Performance Series
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You Get It All

Uptime

TCO

Performance

Each engine in this winning line-up
delivers it all
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Efficiency Series Ratings
Traditional ratings provide similar
performance in all gears

SmartTorque (ST) ratings provide an
additional 200 lb-ft torque in the top 2
gears, keeping you in the efficient gears
longer
Governed
Rating Peak Torque*
Speed

New EX ratings provide dynamic
powertrain performance, drivability and
fuel economy. They require the Endurant
HD transmission and look-ahead data
Governed
Rating Peak Torque*
Speed

Rating

Peak Torque*

Governed
Speed

450

1650

1700

400ST

1450/1650

1700

400EX

1650

1700

450

1750

1700

400ST

1550/1750

1700

400EX

1750

1700

450

1850

1700

400ST

1650/1850

1700

400EX

1850

1700

500

1650

1700

450ST

1450/1650

1700

450EX

1750

1700

500

1850

1700

450ST

1550/1750

1700

450EX

1850

1700

450ST

1650/1850

1700

500EX

1850

1700

500ST

1650/1850

1700

*Peak Torque starts at 950 RPM
NOTE: With EX Ratings, 1650 lb-ft is max torque available in the first 9 gears
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Efficiency Series - by the numbers*

3.5%

1.5%

75,000mi 750,000mi

Fuel economy
improvement in base
engine and powertrain
optimization over ‘17
X15 Efficiency Series

Additional FE gains
with EX. Performance
and drivability features
are also available.

Oil drain interval – up
to 100,000 through
participation in
OilGuardTM program

29%

800,000mi #1

Reduction in
maintenance costs in
the first 600,000 mi
compared to ‘17 X15

DPF maintenance
interval

*indicates up-to numbers; figures dependent on duty-cycle,
driver behavior, and optimization of powertrain

Top selling heavy-duty
diesel engine in NA
since the launch of the
X15 platform

Lube change interval
with the Endurant HD
transmission –longest
in the industry

1,850lb-ft
Capable Endurant HD
transmission – despite
being the lightest in
the industry
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Continued fuel economy gains
22.0%

400/450 HP Rating
GVW 66k-72k lbs
6x4 configuration

20.0%
18.0%
Optimized
combustion
event through
base engine
changes

16.0%

Fuel Economy Gains

14.0%

Standard &
predictive*
optimization
features (EAS,
ACM,
SmartCoast+)

Enhanced air
handling
efficiency
through base
engine changes
and powertrain
optimization**

EX Ratings,
optimized for
FE, drivability &
performance**

3.5%

1.5%

3.5%

2.5%

12.0%

Standard &
predictive*
optimization
features
(SmartCoast, PCC)

10.0%
8.0%

2.6%

3.5%
ST2 (1%)

6.0%

4.0%
4.0%
2.0%

2.8%

0.0%
2013 ISX15

2014 - 2016

Powertrain Features
(ADEPT)
2013 - 2016

•
•

SmartAdvantage
Ratings

2017 X15 Efficiency
Series + Endurant

Integrated Powertrain
Features

2020 X15 Efficiency
Series

2017 - 2019

Predictive Powertrain Features require the use of the Route Parameter Module (RPM) box (or similar GPS enabling hardware) and a set of onboard maps to preview the road ahead.
**Indicates up-to numbers; figures dependent on duty-cycle, driver behavior, and optimization of powertrain

'EX'panded Integrated
Powertrain Ratings

Projected Feature
Releases

2020
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Efficiency Series
2020 Hardware Changes
Turbocharger Aerodynamics
▪ Compressor and Turbine
Wheel changes for increased
efficiency

Water Pump
• Improvements to reduce
parasitic losses and
increase engine
efficiency

Efficiency and TCO
Connectivity
Reliability

ECM
▪ New ECM and software to
enable connectivity
features

Power Cylinder
▪ Bowl geometry changes for
increased compression ratio
▪ Modified ring pack for
further oil consumption
improvements
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Efficiency Series
2020 Hardware Changes

Efficiency and TCO
Connectivity
Reliability

Base Engine

Other Changes

▪

Powertrain integration
• Continued efforts to improve
Performance

Changes to Exhaust Valves
for improved durability

EGR System
▪

High performance EGR
Cooler for efficiency gains

Wiring Harness
▪

Various updates to
accommodate component
changes, and connectivity
module

Communication Module
▪

Onboard connectivity enabled
by both hardware and software
changes

Fuel System
▪

Capacity changes to enable
extended maintenance intervals
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Integrated Power
X15 Efficiency Series – Transmission Compatibility
Available for EX Ratings

Available for ST and standard ratings

ECJV
Endurant HD

ECJV
Endurant HD

Eaton Automated
Manual

Overdrive
Direct Drive

Overdrive
Direct Drive

Fuller Advantage:
▪ FAS B Ratio*
▪ FAS C Ratio*

*Available but phasing out

Eaton Manual
Fuller Advantage:
▪ FAS M
FR Series:
▪ FR-10
▪ RT-13
▪ RT-18
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Integrated Power
X15 Efficiency + Endurant Powertrain
For fleets seeking operational efficiencies without compromising performance, the X15 and Endurant
powertrain offers technologies that give drivers the response and power they can count on.

Designed for
Uptime

Lowest TCO

Integrated
Performance &
Drivability

▪ Ease of service: components, such as transmission input shaft and aftertreatment designed for ease of access
during maintenance events
▪ Broadest support network in the industry and comprehensive warranty coverage from both Cummins and Eaton
▪ Advanced telematics throughout the system to enable faster diagnostics, plan for future maintenance needs and
streamline service events overall

▪ Up to 5% fuel economy improvements over MY17 X15 Efficiency Series
▪ Industry leading maintenance intervals = less time in the shop, more time on the road making money

▪ Reduced trip time with EX ratings and electronic features such as on-ramp boost (an industry-exclusive), predictive
gear shifting and engine assisted shifting
▪ Best-in-class low-speed maneuverability with optimized urge to move and creep mode through transmission
optimization
▪ Power when you need it through optimized shift calibrations to match performance curves
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A fully optimized powertrain package
With new EX ratings
What are EX ratings?
EX ratings are new, optimized powertrain ratings that offer Cummins’ fully expanded suite of electronic
features for the best fuel efficiency, performance, drivability and safety.
What’s the benefit of EX ratings?
With industry-exclusive features, the EX ratings provide better drivability while delivering up to an
additional 1.5% fuel economy within 2020. Up to an additional 3% or more in fuel economy benefits will
be available through new features that are slated to be released throughout the life of the engine.
How do I get EX ratings?
Offered as an option within the Efficiency Series family, the EX ratings require that the engine is paired
with the Endurant HD transmission and GPS map data.
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A fully optimized powertrain package
Electronic features with EX ratings
On-Ramp
Boost

▪ Momentarily unleashes full performance by disabling all fuel economy focused features and
augments the shift calibration for greater acceleration
▪ When paired with the correct axle, maximum torque can be provided in the top 6 gears
▪ Acceleration gains comparable to one less football field (100 yards) required to get up to speed

Predictive Gear
Shifting

▪ Improves trip time and maintains speed uphill by downshifting before the hill where beneficial

Predictive
Engine Braking

▪ Driver aid for safe load management regardless of terrain
▪ Prevents over speeding by turning on engine brakes early, higher level brakes sooner, and
commanding a downshift if needed

Dynamic Power

▪ Consistent trip times and performance
▪ Leverages look-ahead data to manage power delivery for optimal fuel economy and trip time
management.
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Gearing to Meet Your Objectives
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Meeting Your Changing Power Needs
Uprating / derating within the same hardware set can be accomplished
with a simple calibration change
Efficiency Series

Productivity Series
(Efficiency hardware)
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Power to spend less & go longer
With
industry-leading maintenance intervals
Maintenance Intervals:
Duty Cycle (mpg)
Oil Drain Intervals (ODI)*
With OilGuard(TM) Program
Fuel Filter(s)
With FF5971NN
Diesel Particulate Filter1
Coolant System Flush**
DEF Filter
Engine Brake Assembly
Overhead Adjustment

Severe (3-4.9) Short Haul (5-5.9) Normal (6-6.9)
Light (7+)
Miles / Hours / Months
25,000/500/12
40,000/500/12
50,000/500/12 75,000/500/12
Extensions available
Up to 100,000
25,000/500/12
40,000/500/12
50,000/500/12 60,000/500/12
Up to 75,000 miles
250,000-400,000
400,000-600,000
600,000-800,000
Follow OEM Coolant Recommendations
300,000 / 6,750 / NA
500,000 / 10,000 / 60
500,000 / 10,000 / 60

*The Extreme Severe duty cycle (<3 mpg) has an oil drain interval of 4,500 miles (7,000 kilometers), 500 hours or
12 months - whichever occurs first
*Add 5,000 miles to Severe, Short Haul and Normal duty ODI when using Valvoline Premium Blue
*Add 10,000 miles to Light duty when using Vavoline Premium Blue
***Cummins recommends using Cummins Remanufactured DPF over cleaning of the DPF at the DPF ash maintenance interval. Users can experience extended
DPF ash maintenance using the DPF maintenance fault lamp (FC5383)
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Power to spend less
With industry-leading maintenance intervals
$ / 500k miles – Light duty cycle

Improved
efficiency and
DPF interval
extension

ODI and FF
interval
extension
ODI extension
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Power to go the distance
With base warranty
Automotive – 2 Year / 250,000 Miles
100% coverage for:
Parts and labor on warrantable failures, aftertreatment and consumables used in the repair

No deductible
Program Assumptions:
▪

During Base Engine Warranty, travel or towing is covered when the vehicle is disabled as a result of a
warrantable failure

▪

Failures of belt and hoses supplied by Cummins are covered for the first year of the warranty or the duration of
the coverage, whichever occurs first

▪

Unauthorized modifications to the aftertreatment could negatively affect emissions certification and void
warranty

Emissions warranty – 5 Year / 100,000 Miles
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Power to go the distance
With extended coverage
Your choice between multiple comprehensive
packages provides peace of mind
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Protection from unexpected repair costs
Reduces variability and risk in budget planning
Helps plan maintenance and repair budgets
Allows for customization based on application
Easy to understand
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Power to go the distance
With an industry-leading service and support network

3700
Cummins
authorized
service locations
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Q+A
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